Heritage Farmhouse

Home plans like our Heritage Farmhouse have plenty of southern charm and nostalgia. The warm and welcoming classic lines with rustic touches make the plan timeless. Four bedrooms and two and a half baths provide your large family plenty of space. A large wrap around veranda added on site by the builder completes this family style home.

The square footage and other dimensions on our floor plans are approximate. Renderings are not intended to be an accurate representation of the home and are often shown with optional features and/or third-party additions that can be added at additional cost if available in your region or situation.
HERITAGE FARMHOUSE
2352 Sq. Ft. Heated/Cooled
2566 Sq. Ft. Under Roof
Heritage Farmhouse Specifications:

4 Bedroom / 2.5 Bathroom
2352 Sq. Ft. Heated/Cooled
2566 Sq. Ft. Under Roof